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GENERAL INFORMATION
The GO Stain Remover range of products has been used in industrial laundries and the hospitality
industries for the past 20 years, all the products are locally manufactured and is truly South African.
During this time all the products have been improved and ﬁne-tuned to the highest standards,
manufacturing and quality standards of these products are audited regularly to ensure that the
highest quality standards are maintained.
Due to demand for smaller volume we have re-packaged these unique products for the general
public, and the results are,
GO 1 and GO 2 for stains on White linen and Cotton fabrics.
GO 3 to GO 6 for stains on White and Colour fabrics.
To understand the nature of stains one has to realise that stains are made up out of three basic
elements.
1) Mineral based (eg. Iron)
2) Plant based (eg. Grass)
3) Protein Based (eg. Blood)
To ﬁnd One Stain remover to do all of this, is like ﬁnding one vehicle to plough the ﬁelds, transport
freight, race around a race track and do the daily commute in comfort. There simply is not such
vehicle, and the same goes for stain removing.
The most common mistake made in stain removing is to identify the stain correctly, especially if
the stain is old or has been treated before.
This product range is by no means a “ﬁx it all”, however it does promises to treat a fairly larger range
of stains successfully. Due to the development of new textiles and products such as Suntan lotions
and body lotion the behaviour of stains are constantly changing.
Challenges facing the removal of stains today:
1) Water source and water temperature.
2) The need for instant results.
3) Equipment used, Front Loader vs. Top loader.
4) Product updating, such as Sun Blocks.
5) Identifying the stain correctly.
6) Fibre content.

1) WATER SOURCE AND THE TEMPERATURE
Water is classiﬁed in two basic categories, “Hard Water” and “So Water”
Hard Water: “is water that has high mineral content.” If it is Iron based (Rust) you can expect your
white cotton textiles to turn Yellow. To remedy this, consider installing a water ﬁltration system, this
can be costly, alternatively use rain water. However, rain water is slightly acidic causing damage to
copper pipes, this is a slow process that will cause multiple failures in your plumbing in time, which
will be costly to repair. The ﬁltration system to clean rain water is not so expensive. Another solution
is to plumb your rainwater tank directly to your washing machine this will limit damage to your
plumbing to a large degree.
So Water: is the opposite “water with a low mineral content” like tap water from your municipality.
So water heeds the best result for cleaning washing and removing stains.
Temperature is one of the most important factors in cleaning laundry and the removal of stains. In
order to remove grime and grease when washing dishes we wash it in hot water using a light duty
degreaser. The heat in conjunction with the detergent ensures that the grease is remove and your
dishes are sparkling clean!
The question beckons….. How do washing powders then get it right to get rid of grease (Body oils) in
cold water? The answer… it does not! To cover-up this fact, manufacturers add fragrance to mask
this fact, that is why a T-shit smells like “cupboard” or “strange” a er lying in the cupboard for a long

period. It is the skin oils that is still present in your washing, gone rancid, causing yellowing. The tell
tail sign is the yellowing of white linen and your favourite blouse or shirt. (Assuming your water
source is good)

2) THE NEED FOR INSTANT RESULTS
GO Stains have been develop to be used in three ways,
1) Spotting (direct on the stain)
2) Pre – Soak (in a container)
3) In conjunction with washing powders (in the washing machine)
If a stain is “fresh” spotting the stain and washing the item immediately if ﬁrst prize. However that is
not always possible, if the stain has “matured” Spotting method can be used, for best result presoaking is your next option, pre-soaking overnight for really stubborn stains o en heeds the best
results. If time is of the essence the stain remover can be used in conjunction with washing powder
bearing in mind that all the stains are of the same nature.

3) EQUIPMENT USED: FRONT LOADERS vs. TOP LOADERS
In order to do laundry successfully we need ﬁve factors:
1) Temperature
2) Detergent
3) Water
4) Time
5) Mechanical action
1) Temperature:
Temperature may vary from 0 degrees to 95°C, at 0°-15°C washing powder generally does not
dissolve well and it is advisable to dilute it ﬁrst in lukewarm water before use.
The removal of normal soiling in cold to 40°C wash is suﬀicient, generally no stain removers are
required. Higher temperatures can be used to remove stains, 60+°C using GO 1SHOT will heed
instant results, this must be used in a Front Loader that can maintain the temperature.
2) Detergent:
Detergent refers to washing powders or liquid laundry detergent. What I have found is the on
one really knows how much 5kg of dry washing weighs, this leads to over or under dosing. Under
dosing leads to re-wash (waist) over dosing leads to foaming and dirt residue on the laundry,
another side eﬀect is “hard” laundry as all the soap has not been removed in the rinse cycle,
leading to re-wash or the adding of fabric so ener to counteract the “hardness”. Costing more
money $$.
3) Water:
Water as mentioned above has four factors, hot or cold, so or hard.
4) Time:
Taking into account that it took time for the soil or stain to adhere to the fabric and it will take
time to remove it, when washing or stain treatment, time is an important factor. This is generally
why front loader machines take longer in warmer or hot wash cycles.
5) Mechanical action:
This is where things get interesting, what exactly do I mean be mechanical action? In the “old
days” and in some countries today, washing was/is done in rivers, beating the washing on
“washing stones” this eﬀectively “beating” the dirt from the ﬁbres in the textiles.
The problem that most people face today is the fact that they use Top Loader Washing Machines,
the mechanical action is limited as the washing ﬂoats in the water, where as in a Front Loader the
washing tumbles down at the 9’oclock position mimicking the beating action.

TOP LOADER
PROS
ü Less expensive of the two.

FRONT LOADER
CONS

PROS

û Wastes Water - the laundry

ü Saves water as washing needs

has to be submersed.

not be emerged in water.

û Dilutes detergent more as
volume of water is more,
needs more detergent.

û Mechanical action limited.
û Spin cycle “water extraction”

ü Saves detergent, less water

ü Saves time, re-washing

leading to more expense.
wash and longer drying times
in tumble dryer.

û

More initial capital layout.

extraction, less water trapped
in laundry

û Wetter washing means longer

û Wasting electricity due to re-

Machine must not be over
ﬁlled.

ü Higher spin cycle = better water

ü Saves electricity due to

drying time.

û

higher detergent concertation.

is low as the drum cannot
spin at high speed.

û Re-washing is required,

CONS

shortened dry time.
eliminated.

ü Heat can be added and
maintained aiding in the
removal of stains.

ü Saving laundry = saving money.
ü Machines cost is easily
recovered by savings encured
by above points.

4) PRODUCT UPDATING - SUCH AS SUNBLOCKS
As technologies in textiles change the ﬁeld of stain removers have to adapt with the times, rendering
what works today useless tomorrow. In this recent case, a new product development in the Sun
Block ﬁeld has le us with a massive headache. Our clients in the hospitality industry reported a
higher than normal incidence in sunblock related stains, and that our product is not always solving
their problem. This prompted closer investigation, going through the full range of sun blocks and
sunscreens I found one brand that states… that it will cause permanent staining to fabrics. Sadly
that is not highlighted by the manufacturer, only mentioned brieﬂy in the ﬁne print.
In another cases we ﬁnd that some oils bind with the yarns in a garment permanently and cannot be
removed.

5) IDENTIFYING THE STAIN CORRECTLY
The identiﬁcation of stains remains the biggest obstacle, we have had cases where we were called
out by our clients in the hospitality industry just to ﬁnd out that the stain was incorrectly identiﬁed,
a er re-evaluation we managed to save the linen.
I always encourage my clients to “play” with the chemicals, rule of thumb if the stain starts to fade
you probably are on the right track, however some stains are so stubborn that it may take up to
several hours for the stain to react to treatment.

6) FIBRE CONTENT
This is an interesting fact, I was always aware that the sun can ether bleach something or yellow it.
This happened the other day, I visited a regular client of mine wanting to show how our products
works, the aim was to refresh and optically whiten the old yellow linen. I was given a pillow case,
which I added to my other washing I wanted to freshen up, much to my surprise a er washing the
pillow case showed no change in colour, whereas the rest of the linen and shirts was magically
transformed.
I was puzzled, reading the garment care instructions and fabric content I came to learn that the
pillow case was a Polyester / Cotton mix and a er years of use the Polyester has turned yellow. No
amount of bleaching could save this pillow case.
A simple method to ascertain if your yellow (100% Cotton) linen is stained by poor water, is to fold
the outside of the sheet to the middle, if there is no change in colour, your water supply could be the
problem. If however there is a change, your linen can be revitalized.
In the case of Polyester Cotton blends in old linen or clothing, the “damage” is permanent, and to
date we have not solved this problem.

